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The most obvious thing about this text book is that a lot of questions can be solved by memorizing
the list of chemicals and their names. Another thing that makes this text book special is that it has

been prepared by Dr. T.E. Wallis from the University of Nottingham. This has made it easy for
students to become familiar with the literature associated with the subject. This book has been

prepared by eminent scientist and Pharmacognosist Dr. C.K. Kokate and is reputed to be one of the
best text books available in Pharmacognosy. It is a pleasure to see how he has taken into account

the technical requirement of students and therefore, manages to translate complex concepts into a
simple language that is easy for even a student to understand. The appendices in the book are also
important as these contain the details of the cost, the components of the cost of the laboratory and
the equipment required for performing the analyses. The literature cited at the end of each chapter
contains all the information required for understanding the concepts covered in that chapter. The

book is so clear that not only the basics but even advanced topics can be covered. The appendices
are so useful that even a student can gather all the information required to solve the problem

completely from the book itself. The book covers all the topics from Fundamentals to advanced
topics. It is not only a learning tool but also becomes a reference book for all students in

Pharmacognosy. It would be a good idea for students to buy the book as it also covers the latest
research in Pharmacognosy.
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Amazon.com Find in a library All sellers _OC_InitNavbar({child_node:[{title:My library,url:
History,url:,id:my_history,collapsed:true},{title:Books on Google Play,url: Practical Pharmacognosy

Mr. S. B. Gokhale, Dr. C. K. Kokate Nirali Prakashan, 7 Aug 2008 - 120 pages 3 Reviews Reviews
aren't verified, but Google checks for and removes fake content when it's identified What people are

saying- Write a review Reviews aren't verified, but Google checks for and removes fake content
when it's identifiedUser Review - Flag as inappropriate Nice book This is undoubtedly a standard and
good book for understanding the subject in depth. It covers all the major categories of crude drugs
that are included in the syllabi of various universities in India. Not only that, it also covers several

other topics of importance like Alternative systems of medicine, quality control, examination of crude
drugs by microscopic techniques, plant growth regulators and basic metabolic pathways in plants. All

the chapters are given up-to-date references from standard sources of literature. References are
very important to establish the authenticity of any printed literature. Pharmacognosy And

Phytochemistry - II by S. B. Gokhale, Dr. C. K. Kokate, Dr. A. U. Tatiya, Dr. M. G. Kalaskar Book
Summary: It gives us great pleasure in placing the book of Pharmacognosy and Phytochemistry-II in

the hands of the First Year B. Pharm, Semester - I students as per the revised rules and syllabus
framed under PCI Regulations 2014. 5ec8ef588b
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